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IM GERMAN 

MAY 2006 SESSION 
EXAMINERS’ REPORT 

 
Of the 22 candidates registered for Intermediate Level Examinations, 1 candidate was absent 
for the written exam, but attended the oral exam. The following results were achieved: 
 
May 2006 (total 22 Candidates)     May 2005 (total 33 Cand.) 
 
Grade A:  3  Candidates            13.6 %    3 Candidates   =   
9.09 %    
Grade B:  4             18.2 %    7                         21.2 %  
Grade C:  4             18.2 %                    11                      33.3 %  
Grade D:  5             22.7 %    3    9.09 % 
Grade E:  3             13.6 %    5  15.2 %  
Grade F:  3             13.6 %    4  12.1 %  
          
  
All scripts were seen by three markers. A marking scheme was used. Both the new and the 
old orthography were accepted. 
 
Candidates having achieved an A or B Grade showed adequate handling of German for the 
Intermediate Level. However, candidates achieving lower Grades showed more and more 
deficiencies concerning grammar, spelling and syntax. Often the questions seemed not to be 
understood, although as already stated in the A Level Report, definitely no question was 
asked which could not be answered straight out of the book “Dreimal Deutsch” and which 
they had been studying for one or more years. In this context the German word “Staat” (in 
English = a state, a nation) and the word “Stadt” (in English = a city) were often mixed up 
resulting in wrong answers. 
 
As was also pointed out last year and even with A Level candidates of 2006, the replies to 
Section III “Landeskunde” were meagre in parts and often showed a lack of general 
knowledge concerning the most popular aspects of the European map and facts. Typical 
examples are: 
 

- The capital of Austria is stated as “Amsterdam”. 
- As capital of Switzerland “Warsaw”, “Kiel”, “Zurich” were offered, and only 7 out of 21 

candidates answered “Bern”. 
- “Wie heisst der meistbefahrene künstliche Wasserweg Europas?” (State the name of 

the most frequented artificial waterway of Europe) – Answer:  “Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern” which is one of the new Federal States. Only few candidates gave the 
correct answer “Nord-Ostsee-Kanal”.  

 
Out of the choice of six titles for essays only four were used. 14 candidates wrote on the title 
“Meine Lieblingsjahreszeit”;  4 candidates “Ich habe ein interessantes Buch gelesen”;  2 
candidates chose “Welche Eigenschaften sollte ein guter Freund / eine gute Freundin 
haben?”;  1 candidate “Fußballfieber in Malta”.The more successful candidates made good 
attempts. However, one rather weak example is the following, taken from an essay “Meine 
Lieblingsjahreszeit”. The excerpt is difficult to understand and is breaking practically every 
grammar / syntax rule possible: 
 

      “Jetzt in der abends mache ich andere Dingen: gehen aus mit meine Freunde wer mir  
konnte spat inder nacht dauerten, gehen aus in andere Freunde Hausen, sehe fern 
wann ich bliebe in meine Hause.” 
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It was observed that some students did not write the title of their essays. Students should be 
requested to do this in the examination. 
 
In Section II C the opposite meaning was asked for certain expressions. As an example 
Mädchenschule – Knabenschule  (School for Girls – School for Boys) was given. Some 
candidates simply used a negative form, e.g. stated was “immer” (always), answer rendered 
was “nicht immer”,  or “Problem” – “kein Problem”. Candidates should be made aware of the 
expected vocabulary, i.e. immer – nie, etc. 

 
As far as handling the actual examination papers is concerned – and this refers to A Level as 
well as Intermediate Level - it is noticeable that most of the suggestions of earlier reports 
have been adhered to. Again only one candidate used a red pen. However, more emphasis 
should be placed on correct numbering of the answers referring to questions. In some 
instances it was difficult to attach the right answer to the right question. This is not only time 
consuming but may also lead to answers being marked as ‘wrong’. No smudgy correcting 
fluid was used. Yet, as the scripts of A Level as well as Intermediate Level of May 2006 
showed, candidates should be made aware of the following items: 
 
a)  Candidates should be told clearly that where answers are required in full sentences, and  
     where this is clearly stated, monosyllables / single words will result in reduced marks. 
 
b)  Candidates should number their answers strictly in accordance with the questions. 
 
c)  Candidates should be encouraged to make sure that they have answered all the 
     questions. Some students quite obviously forgot to answer a question, or skipped  
     part of a question, consequently losing the respective marks. 
 
d) AGAIN, some students spelt the German word “Ja” (Yes) with the letter Y instead of J,  
    which is definitely not acceptable and regarded as a misspelling.  
 
e) Students should be urged NOT to copy from the given German texts (Leseverständnis), but  
    use their own words and expressions. 
 
f) And last but not least, the provided booklets for the candidate’s scripts have a sufficient 
    number of pages. Therefore, it is not necessary at all that students squeeze their answers, 
in  
    some cases to the extent of two answers on one line. They may leave some lines of 
spacing  
    at least between Sections and the individual chapters.  
 
The Oral Examinations showed good results. Of the obtainable 15 marks one candidate 
attained  full 15 marks, while 13 students scored between 10 and 14 marks. 
 
 
 
Chairperson  
Board of Examiners,  
 
August 2006 
 


